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A History of Innovation
PolyVision manufactures the world’s most durable CeramicSteel
surfaces, combining the best qualities of porcelain and steel to
create a surface that is unmatched in the industry. From chalkboard
and whiteboard surfaces in more than 25 million classrooms to
architectural cladding in metro stations, tunnels, and hospitals,
PolyVision CeramicSteel spans more than 185 million square
meters (2 billion square feet) of architecture around the world.
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PolyVision is dedicated to continued innovation and partners with
visionaries, researchers, and designers to provide surfaces durable
enough to withstand the harshest environments.
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Beyond the Surface
With offices in Atlanta, New York, Hong Kong and Delhi, and
manufacturing facilities in Belgium and Oklahoma, our global
presence allows PolyVision to impact more than 60 countries
worldwide—a scope we continue to expand.
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PolyVision in Action
PolyVision is committed to educating tomorrow’s leaders by
equipping under-resourced classrooms with premium writing
surfaces and exposing students to new areas of interest through
manufacturing facility tours and one-on-one tutoring. The company
is also an active participant in various local organizations including
United Way and Stand Up to Cancer.
Sustainability
We strive for continuous improvement in all areas of environmental
stewardship – responsible use of raw materials and natural
resources, manufacturing processes and operation of all facilities
– to reduce the impact of our activities on the environment and
provide surfaces that are Cradle to
Cradle Certified™.
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